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On a clarinet, serial numbers are located
on the back of the instrument's body, on
either side of the socket rings where the
top hinge meets the bottom. The label
may be located either on the underside of
the body or at the junction of the body
with the mouthpiece. On basses, the
serial numbers are usually found on the
front of the body shell or where the body
joins the mouthpiece. On keyboard
instruments, the serial number is usually
stamped on the back of the instrument's
body. Digital pianos typically have serial
numbers and part number stickers on the
top of the instrument's body. Most
professional clans
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Searching for a serial number Source:
Model: Key: Serial Number Which serial
number is it? (Hint: The serial number is
printed on the back of the instrument)
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Model: Key: Serial Number What serial
number is it? (Hint: The serial number is
printed on the back of the instrument)

Hello A. I have a Yamaha T&M I've owned
for about 4 years now,. Model number:

YCL-234 key: Bb. The Clarinet is in perfect
condition, and I just want to exchange it

to another model or a newer model. I
don't need to sell it.. I have a Yamaha

T&M I've owned for about 4 years now,.
Model number: YCL-234 key: Bb. The

Clarinet is in perfect condition, and I just
want to exchange it to another model or a

newer model. I don't need to sell it.. I
have a Yamaha T&M I've owned for about

4 years now,. Model number: YCL-234
key: Bb. The Clarinet is in perfect

condition, and I just want to exchange it
to another model or a newer model. I
don't need to sell it.. I have a Yamaha

T&M I've owned for about 4 years now,.
Model number: YCL-234 key: Bb. The

Clarinet is in perfect condition, and I just
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